Dulcimer

Life's Railroad To Heaven
(Life Is Like A Mountain Railroad)
Melody by George F. Root
(1825-1895)
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1. Life is like a mountain railroad with an engine in-ear that's storms and there'll be
2. As we roll a-long the mainline there'll be towers and there'll be
3. As you roll a-cross the trestle spanning(errance)
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brave; nights; You'll be brave; nights; You'll be brave; nights; You'll be
night; tide; You'll be... side... tracks unexpected... On the left... and on the
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gliss; right. You'll... meet... the super... incident, God the
right. With the straight... always be forever, you,... And our hearts... up... on the
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quail. prize. Son. Keep your hand up-on the throat-tie and your eye up-on the
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Chorus

Blessed Savior thou wilt guide us, Till we reach the blissful
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shore. Where the angels wait to join us, In God's praise for ever
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more.